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MolokDomino® Light installation instructions

MolokDomino® Light is installed on an even, hard ground
in a way that the filling lid faces the user.

1. Remove plastic covers that protects the containers 
during transportation.

2. Remove the blue lifting loops that were used to lift 
the containers on site.

3. Open and straighten the lifting bag before placing it in the 
container. Check that the bottom of the lifting bag is closed 
tightly and the rope is placed according to the instructions. 
It is possible for the lifting bag’s closing mechanism to open 
during delivery. If the container is divided in to two sections, 
check both lifting bags.

4.  Place the lids, lifting bags and quick systems on their place. 
If the lid is not fastened to the quick system; fasten the lid with M8 x 35 torx screws. There are 3 screws per 
lid. Cover plate is used on the hole of the lifting handle: fasten the cover plate with screws.

5. Clean the surrounding area of installation material.

If needed, sand sacks or concrete blocks etc. can be placed inside the container, next to the container wall 
for extra weight. The containers can also be bolted on ground for stability.  The method for fastening must 
always be selected according to the installation site.

When installing the containers into a group 

Leave 40 mm distance between the tops of the wells and attach the adjacent containers with an upper rail. 
The rail is drilled through the support frame and fastened from 8 points with pop rivets.

Finish the framings by fastening  extension pieces for framing (A+B) 
with pop rivets, see image on the right. First fasten the lower hori-
zontal support profile (B) in line with the framing element. Place 
the vertical extension piece (A) on correct place between the two 
framing elements and fasten the upper horizontal support profile 
(B). Finish the framing by fastening the vertical extension piece (A) 
to the horizontal support profiles (B). Make sure the 
vertical extension piece is installed straight.
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Finishing the framing


